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ABSTRACT
Clone detection of source code is among the most fundamental
software engineering techniques. Despite intensive research in the
past decade, existing techniques are still unsatisfactory in detecting
"functional" code clones. In particular, existing techniques cannot
efficiently extract syntax and semantics information from source
code. In this paper, we propose a novel joint code representation
that applies fusion embedding techniques to learn hidden syntactic
and semantic features of source codes. Besides, we introduce a
new granularity for functional code clone detection. Our approach
regards the connected methods with caller-callee relationships as a
functionality and the method without any caller-callee relationship
with other methods represents a single functionality. Then we train
a supervised deep learning model to detect functional code clones.
We conduct evaluations on a large dataset of C++ programs and
the experimental results show that fusion learning can significantly
outperform the state-of-the-art techniques in detecting functional
code clones.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Code clone detection is fundamental in many software engineering
tasks, such as refactoring [2, 4, 20, 33, 34], code searching [1, 24, 26],
reusing [6, 12], and bug detection [10, 17]. If a defect is identified
in a code snippet, all the cloned code snippets need to be checked
for the same defect. As a result, code clones can lead to error prop-
agation, which can severely affect maintenance costs. Thus, code
clone detection is substantial in software engineering, and has been
widely studied.

Code clone can be divided into four types according to differ-
ent similarity levels [3]. Type-1 (Exactly same code snippets): two
identical code snippets except for spaces, blanks, and comments.
Type-2 (Rename/parameterize code): same code snippets except
for the variable name, type name, literal name, and function name.
Type-3 (Almost identical code snippets): two similar code snippets
except for several statements added or deleted. Type-4 (Functional
clones): heterogeneous code snippets that share the same function-
ality but have different code structures or syntax. Type-1, Type-2,
and Type-3 code clones are well detected by many existing ap-
proaches [28]. However, there are still some unresolved issues on
detecting Type-4 code clones [28]. The Type-4 code clone detection
is the most complicated process because the syntax and seman-
tics of source code are flexible. Detecting functional code clones
is challenging because the code representations not only need to
represent the syntax of source code, but also need to reflect the
structure and relationship between code snippets. In order to detect
the functional code clones effectively, many approaches try to use
syntax-based or semantics-based information to represent source
code.

One of the commonly-used syntax-based code representations
is AST(Abstract Syntax Tree), which can represent the syntax of
each statement. In some cases, code snippets with different syntax
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can implement the same functionality, which can be regarded as
functional clones. For example, the statement "i = i + 1" and "i += 1"
are not identical if we calculate the text-similarity directly. However,
these two statements share the sameAST. Typical approaches [9, 27]
use a syntax parser to parse source code into a syntax tree.

Another commonly-used semantics-based code representation
is PDG (Program Dependence Graph). PDG is a graph notation
that contains both data dependence and control dependence. PDG
can divide code snippets into basic code blocks and characterize
their structures. The same functional code snippets with different
structures can be detected as clones. For example, the loop struc-
ture for and while have different AST but their PDGs are identical.
Typical approaches include Duplix [15] and GPLAG [18] which
detect clones by comparing the isomorphic graphs of code pairs.

However, both syntax-based and semantics-based approaches
have their limitations. On the one hand, although AST can represent
the abstract syntax of source code, it is not able to capture the
control flow between statements. On the other hand, each node
in PDG is a basic code block (i.e., a statement at least), which is
too coarse [36] compared with AST. The improper granularity may
lead to a lack of details inside code blocks. For example, for the
statement "int a = b + c", the AST nodes are int, =, +, a, b, c. However,
this overall statement is stated in a node of PDG. Besides, the PDG
for complex codes can be extremely complicated, and computing
graph isomorphism is not scalable [18].

Moreover, AST is commonly used to represent a method, while
PDG is used to represent an overall file. Thus, most existing ap-
proaches compare code similarity at the granularity of a single
method or a single file [30, 38]. A functionality may consist of
multiple methods. In other words, a single method may not ex-
press the complete implication of a functionality. Meanwhile, a file
may contain several unrelated functionalities. Consequently, these
granularity levels may not be the best choice for functional clone
detection.

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, we use the call
graph to combine related methods, so the granularity is flexible, and
it depends on the granularity of real functionality. Additionally, we
use CFG (Control Flow Graph) to represent the code structure in-
stead of the more complicated PDG. CFG can capture the same con-
trol dependence as PDG, and it can overcome the time-consuming
obstacle. Each method can be generated into an AST and CFG. As
the representations of AST and CFG have different structures, they
cannot be fused directly. Therefore, we apply embedding learning
techniques [7] to generate fixed-length continuous-valued vectors.
These vectors are linearly structured, and thus the syntactic and se-
mantic information can be fused effectively. Note that these vectors
are particularly suitable for deep learning models.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to detect functional
code clones through syntax and semantics fusion learning. Particu-
larly, we analyze the method call relationship before extracting the
syntactic and semantic features. Our basic idea is to identify the
similar functionality of different code snippets by analyzing the call
graph and combine the syntactic and semantic features based on
AST and CFG by embedding techniques [7]. We use AST and CFG
to represent the syntactic and semantic features, respectively. With
such features, we further train a DNN model to detect functional
code clones. We evaluated our approach on a large functional clone

dataset OJClone [22] for C/C++ programs, which contains 104 pro-
gramming tasks, and each task has 500 source codes submitted by
different students. The different source code files for the same task
can be regarded as functional clones. The experimental results show
that our approach outperforms the state-of-art techniques with F1
value 0.96, including DECKARD [9], SourcererCC [30], CDLH [38],
DeepSim [42], and ASTNN [41].

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) We propose a fine-grained granularity of source code for

functionality identification. We regard the methods with caller-
callee relationships as the implementation of a functionality. To the
best of our knowledge, our approach first consider call graph in
functional code clone detection.

(2) We propose a novel code joint representation with embed-
ding learning of both syntactic and semantic features. With the
combination of syntactic and semantic information, functional code
clones can be detected precisely.

(3) We present the design and implementation of the proposed
approach for C++ programs. Our extensive evaluation on a large
real-world dataset shows a promising result on functional code
clone detection. We release all the data used in our studies.1 In
particular, we include all the source codes, datasets, code represen-
tations, embedding features, and analysis results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the background and motivation of our approach. Section 3
illustrates our approach in detail. Section 4 shows our experimental
evaluation on a large dataset. Section 5 represents the related work
of clone detection. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A typical code clone detection approach usually follows three steps.
(1) Code pre-processing: remove irrelevant content in source
codes, such as comments; (2) code representation: extract differ-
ent kinds of abstractions in source codes, such as AST (Abstract
Syntax Tree) [40] and PDG (Program Dependence Graph) [15]; (3)
code similarity comparison: calculate the distance between two
source codes. Code clone is detected when this distance reaches a
threshold.

Since the code representation can have a crucial efftect on func-
tional code clone detection, we mainly introduce the background of
syntactic representation AST (Section 2.1) and semantic represen-
tation CFG (Section 2.2). These tree and graph structures cannot be
used for networks directly, and we briefly discuss the background
of word embedding (Section 2.3) and graph embedding (Section
2.4). The embedding techniques can be used to transform these tree
and graph structures into feature vectors.

2.1 Abstract Syntax Tree
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is a tree representation of the abstract
syntactic structure of source code written in a programming lan-
guage. 2 This tree defines the structure of source codes. By ma-
nipulating this tree, researchers can precisely locate declaration
statements, assignment statements, operation statements, etc., and

1It is publicly available at: https://github.com/shiyy123/FCDetector
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_syntax_tree
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(a) CodeSample1 (b) CodeSample2 (c) CFGs of method A, B, and C. The CFG combining method B and C is equivalent
to that of A.

Figure 1: Using call graph to identify the functionality

realize operations such as analyzing, optimizing and changing the
codes.

Some studies use AST in token-based approaches for source code
clone detection [9], program translation [19], and automated pro-
gram repair [39]. Due to the limitation of token-based approaches
[28], these approaches can capture little syntactic information of
source code.

2.2 Control Flow Graph
Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a representation, using graph notation,
of which all paths that might be traversed through a program during
its execution. 3 In each CFG, there is a basic block containing several
code statements. CFG can easily encapsulate the information per
each basic block. It can easily locate inaccessible codes of a program,
and syntactic structures such as loops are easy to detect in a control
flow graph.

2.3 Word Embedding
Word embedding is a collective term for language models and repre-
sentation learning techniques in natural language processing (NLP).
Conceptually, it refers to embedding a high-dimensional space with
the number of all words into a continuous vector space with a much
lower dimension, and each word or phrase is mapped into a vector
on the real number field.

Since the source code and natural language are similar in some
ways, many approaches try to use word embedding techniques to
process the source code. In our approach, we first traverse each
node of AST in preorder and then use word embedding techniques
to transform AST into vectors.

2.4 Graph Embedding
Graphs, such as social networks, flow graphs, and communication
networks, exist widely in various real-world applications. Real
graphs are often high-dimensional and difficult to process. Re-
searchers have designed graph embedding algorithms as part of the

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control-flow_graph

dimension reduction technique. Most existing graph embedding
techniques aim to transform each node of the graph into a vector.
Graph algorithms can be used in different graph tasks, such as
graph classification, link prediction, and graph visualization.

Since the CFG is a typical graph, some existing approaches try to
use graph embedding techniques for code representation. For exam-
ple, Tufano et al. [35] uses a kind of graph embedding techniques
to represent the semantic features. In our approach, we compare
several graph embedding techniques and choose the most effective
technique for CFG representation.

2.5 Motivating Example
To detect functional code clones, we first extract the call graph and
analyze the functionality of each file. We regard the methods with
caller-callee relationships as a functionality. The method without
any caller-callee relationship with other methods can be regarded
as a self-contained functionality.

For the two source code files shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), a
method A in CodeSample1 implements a simple calculation func-
tionality. In CodeSample2, a method C calls a method B, and their
combination implements the same functionality as the method A.
As shown in Figure 1(c), if we detect code clones inmethod granular-
ity, we can see that the CFGs of method A, B, andC are structurally
different. However, after we combine method B and C according to
the call graph, we can find the control flow of the combination is
equivalent to method A. Therefore, after considering the call graph
between methods, we can conclude that method A inCodeSample1
and the combination of method B and C in CodeSample2 are func-
tional clones. If we only detect the functionality at method level,
the result will be misleading. Besides, it is also inappropriate to
detect functional clones in file granularity. Please note that there
is a method D in CodeSample1, which is irrelevant to the method
A, and it is unreasonable to put them together directly. Thus, it is
more suitable to extract the call graph and identify the functionality
before capturing code features.

After determining the functionalities of each file, we detect func-
tional code clones by analyzing the AST and CFG. CFG can reflect

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control-flow_graph
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Figure 2: AST and CFG for Sample1 and Sample2

the structure of statements and show the control flow, which is
shown in Figure 1(c). The control flow is abstract, and we cannot
clearly identify the differences between nodes in CFG. Thus, we
detect code clones with syntax and semantics fusion learning. We
can capture the syntax by analyzing AST. For instance, if the symbol
"+=" in the for loop is changed into "*=" in method A, the function-
ality is entirely changed. However, since the CFG structure is not
changed, it will lead to a false positive result if an approach only
takes CFG into consideration. The difference between these two
code snippets lies inside the AST of two loop bodies, as shown in
Figure 2. Therefore, it is of necessity to consider both syntax and
semantics for functional code clone detection.

Moreover, some kinds of code structures can achieve the same
functionality, but the AST structures are completely different. For
example, both of the for loop and recursive structure can calculate the
factorial of a given input. The ASTs of these two code structures are
completely different. However, the inter-procedural control-flow
graphs of the two code snippets are very similar, both of which
contain a loop. Since our approach not only analyzes the AST, but
also utilizes inter-procedural information (such as the call graph),
our approach is effective at detecting such inter-procedural code
clones.

3 APPROACH
As illustrated in Figure 3, our proposed approach consists of the
following three components.

(1)Identify the functionalitywith call graph. To identify the
functionality in each source code file, we extract the call graph to an-
alyze the caller-callee relationships among methods. The methods
with caller-callee relationships are combined together as a func-
tionality. The method without any caller-callee relationship with
other methods is regarded as a self-contained functionality.

(2) Extract syntactic and semantic representations. In or-
der to capture the code features, we need to extract the AST and

CFG to represent syntax and semantics. First, we extract the AST
and CFG of each method. Then, we combine the AST and CFG of re-
lated methods according to the call graph. The combined AST/CFG
represents a separate functionality. Finally, we use embedding tech-
niques to encode AST and CFG into syntactic and semantic feature
vectors.

(3) Train a DNN model. To transform the functional clone
detection into binary classification, we train a DNN(Deep Neural
Network) classifier model with labeled data. When encountered
two new functions, we extract and fuse feature vectors and use the
trained model to predict whether they are code clones or not.

3.1 Identifying the Functionality with Call
Graph

We extract the call graph to identify the functionality in each source
code file. The call graph represents calling relationships between
methods in a program. Each node represents a method, and each
edge (f ,д) indicates that the method f calls method д. For the input
source code files, all statements in them are marked with a globally
unique id, which can be regarded as an identifier. The caller-callee
relationship is expressed in the form of a triple

⟨callerId, statementId, calleeId⟩.
callerId and calleeId are the statement id of the corresponding

method, and statementId is the id of call statement. For example, in
Figure 1(b), the method C calls the method B. Therefore, the caller
statement is int C() in line 10, the call statement is c = B(a, b, flag);
in line 14, and the callee statement is int B(int a, int b, bool flag) in
line 1. According to the call graph expression, we can obtain the
connected methods as a functionality.

To illustrate the caller-callee relationships, we list six call graph
cases, as shown in Figure 4. These six cases of static call graph are
the most commonly used call graph. Our approach includes but is
not limited to these six caller-callee relationships. The caller-callee
relationships of methods are explained below. In case (1), there is a
functionality that includes method A; in case (2), method A has a
recursive call for itself, and there is also a functionality that includes
a single method A; in case (3), there exists method A calls method
B, and this case has a functionality that includes method A and B;
in case (4), method A and method B call each other, and there is a
functionality that includes method A and B; in case (5), method A
calls method B and method A calls method C , but there is also only
one functionality, and the functionality includes method A, B, and
C ; in case (6), method B calls method A and methodC calls method
A. There are two functionalities, one including methods {A,B} and
another including methods {A,C}.

3.2 Extracting Syntactic and Semantic
Representations

3.2.1 AST representation. Suppose that C is a code snippet C and
Nroot is its corresponding AST entry node. To extract the syntactic
representation ofC , we start from Nroot and iterate through all the
nodes of AST in preorder. In each AST node, there is an identifier,
such as the symbols and variable names. The identifier sequence

Seq = {ident1, ident2, . . . , identn }
generated in this process can be used to represent the syntactic

information of C .
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Figure 3: The architecture of our approach

Figure 4: Six kinds of caller-callee relationships among
methods

The naming of variables may vary greatly in different programs.
Thus variable names can have an effect on functional clone de-
tection. Given an identifier sequence Seq, we first normalize it by
replacing constant values and variables by its type: ⟨int⟩, ⟨double⟩,
⟨char ⟩ and ⟨strinд⟩, and add a global self-increasing number, like
⟨int1⟩. When encountered a decimal, no matter it is a ⟨f loat⟩ or
⟨double⟩, we unify them as ⟨double⟩.

We first extract the AST of each method and obtain the cor-
responding identifier sequence Seq. Then according to the caller-
callee relationships extracted by call graph stated in Section 3.1, we
put the AST of each connected method together as a set of AST.
Finally, for the methods with connections, we use the set of their
AST to represent the syntax of the functionality. Similarly, for the
methodwithout caller-callee relationship, we use the corresponding
AST to represent the syntax of the functionality.

3.2.2 CFG representation. Compared to AST, CFG captures more
comprehensive semantic information such as branch and loop. Al-
though CFG also contains syntactic information at the level of basic

blocks, its representation is too coarse for detecting functional
clones compared to the syntactic information extracted from AST
at identifier-level granularity. Thus we focus on extracting semantic
information from CFG.

Given a code snippet C , we extract its CFG G = (V ,E) for each
method, where V is a set of vertexes and E is a set of edges. Each
vertex contains a statement of source codes, and the edges indicate
the control flow of statements.

We first extract the CFG of each method and get the correspond-
ing graph G. Then according to the call graph stated in Section
3.1, we connect the CFGs and generate a larger CFG to represent a
functionality. The specific connection rules are presented as follows.
In case (1), the CFG of a functionality is identical to the CFG of the
method; in case (2), the CFG of a functionality is also identical to
the CFG of the method, and an edge is added from caller statement
to the entry node of the method; in case (3), first we need to add the
CFG of method A and B, then we obtain the parent nodes list and
the child nodes list of the functionality call statement in method
A, and then all the nodes are pointed to the entry node in method
B, and all the child nodes point to the exit node in method B; case
(4), (5) are similar to case (3), and the edges related to another func-
tion call statement are modified, additionally; in case (6), there are
two functionalities, so we need to process these two functionalities
respectively.

3.2.3 Embedding syntactic feature of functionality. Each method
in source code is now represented as a sequence of identifiers. We
then use Word2vec [21], a word embedding technique, to encode
syntactic features. Word embedding is a general term of language
model and embeds high-dimensional space words into amuch lower
dimensional continuous vector space, where each word is mapped
to a vector in the real number field.

As shown in Figure 5, in order to encode the syntactic features
of each method, the normalized identifier sequence Seq for each
method are put together as the corpus. Word2vec uses the corpus as
the input of training model, and output a set of fixed-length vectors
to represent each AST node. To get a syntactic feature vector of each
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Figure 5: Syntactic feature embedding

method, we applies average pooling to all the vectors of identifiers
in each method. After this step, the syntactic information of each
method is represented as a fixed-length feature vector

mv = averaдe(hi ), i = 1, . . . ,N
Where hi is the feature vector of each identifier.
For each functionality (i.e., the connected methods), we then

apply average pooling on all the methods to produce the corre-
sponding syntactic feature. The syntactic information of each func-
tionality is represented as a fixed-length feature vector

f v = averaдe(mvi ), i = 1, . . . ,N
Wheremvi is the syntactic feature vector of each method.

3.2.4 Embedding semantic feature of functionality. We use graph
embedding techniques to encode the CFG. Graph embedding is to
use a low dimensional and dense vector to represent every node in
the graph. The vector representation can reflect the structure in the
graph. In essence, the more adjacent nodes the two nodes share (i.e.,
the more similar the contexts of the two nodes are), the closer the
corresponding vectors of two nodes are. After graph embedding,
each method is represented as a fixed-length feature vector. There
are many graph embedding techniques, e.g. Graph2vec [23] , HOPE
[25], SDNE [37], and Node2vec [5].

Different from other graph embedding techniques, Graph2vec
can generate a vector to reflect the feature of an overall graph. How-
ever, other techniques mentioned above can only generate a vector
for each node in the graph, and the feature vector of the overall
graph is the average value of all nodes. Thus, we use Graph2vec
to generate feature vectors instead of the other techniques. We
compare different embedding techniques and the results in Table 4
show that Graph2vec performs the best F1 value.

For eachmethod, we use the feature vector generated byGraph2vec
to represent the semantic feature vector. For each functionality, we
connect all the CFGs of connected methods according to the call
graph, which is illustrated in Section 3.1. According to the con-
nection rules stated in Section 3.2.2, we can obtain the connected
CFG of connected methods. Then we apply graph embedding on
the connected CFG of this functionality. Finally, we transform the
connected CFG into feature vectors using the technique of graph
embedding.

3.3 Training a DNN Model
To detect functional code clones, we may directly compare the
Euclidean distance between the joint feature vectors of syntactic
and semantic encodings at functionality granularity, as described
in the previous section. This distance-based approach has been
used in prior work to detect syntactic clones, such as Deckard [9].
However, calculating the distance directly does not work in our case
because the distance between the extracted joint feature vectors

is irregular, as illustrated in Figure 6. This is because the weight
of each dimension is different, and it is difficult to manually set
an appropriate threshold to distinguish between functional code
clones.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Figure 6: Euclidean distance between feature vectors. The
blue line represents the distance between similar code snip-
pets, and the red line represents the distance between dis-
similar code snippets. The horizontal axis is the id of code
snippets

To address this problem, we propose to use a deep learningmodel
that can effectively detect functional clones between code snippets.
In particular, we fuse syntactic and semantic feature vectors as input
to train a feed-forward neural network [32], and convert code clone
detection to binary classification with the softmax layer at the end
of themodel. Instead of choosing a specific distancemetric or set the
threshold for clone detection, we adopt deep learning techniques
for functional code clone detection that can automatically learn
latent code features from the fused feature vectors.

The architecture of the DNN model is shown in Figure 7, which
consists of four components. Firstly, we obtain the syntactic and
semantic features following Section 3.2.4 and concatenate the two
features together as the input of the model, where syntactic and
semantic information are both represented with a 16-dimensional
vector.

To obtain word embeddings and graph embeddings for AST and
CFG, we use Word2vec and Graph2vec to generate word embed-
dings of length {4, 8, 16, 32}, and graph embeddings of length {4, 8,
16, 32}. We choose the vector length as 16, according to the exper-
iment. In short, the longer vector will increase the training time,
and the shorter vector cannot capture sufficient code features. The
detailed experiment is illustrated in Section 4.4.

As for the input of the DNNmodel, we use a pair of code features
to represent whether the two functionalities are clones. The input
vector contains three portions: the fusion feature vector V1 for
the first functionality, the fusion feature vector V2 for the second
functionality, and a label. The fusion feature vector contains a 16-
dimensional syntactic vector and a 16-dimensional semantic vector.
The label is a boolean value, where 0 represents non-clone pair, and
1 represents clone pair. Thus, the total dimensions of the input are
65(32+32+1).

The order of the fusion features of two functionalities, [V1,V2]
and [V2,V1], may affect the classification results. Therefore, we
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Figure 7: The architecture of the deep fusion learningmodel

place a fully connected layer before the input of the two features.
Then, the hidden layer uses linear transformation followed by a
squashing non-linearity to transform the inputs into the neural
nodes in the binary classification layer. This step can provide a
complex and non-linear hypothesis model, which has a weight
matrixW to fit the training set. The feed-forward step has been
completed so far. In the next component, this model then uses
back-propagation to adjust the weight matrixW according to the
training set. Finally, there is a softmax layer, which converts the
functional clone detection into a classification task.

Suppose there are two code fusion vectors V1 and V2, and their
distance is measured by d = |v1 − v2 | for syntactic and semantic
relatedness. Then we treat the output as their similarity:

ŷ = so f tmax(x̂) ∈ [0, 1]
x̂ =Wor + bo

WhereWor is the weight matrix of hidden layers. This model
uses a cross-entropy loss function, which performs better than
mean-squared loss function in updating weight. The goal of training
the model is to minimize the loss. We choose AdamOptimizer [13]
because it can control the learning rate in a certain range, and the
parameters are relatively stable. The model is a DNN classifier and
has two classes.

After all the parameters are optimized, the trained models are
stored. For new code fragments, they should be preprocessed into
syntactic and semantic vectors and then fed into the model for
prediction. The output is 1 or 0, which represents clone or non-
clone code pairs.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
With the implementation of our approach, we conducted evalua-
tions to explore the following research questions.

• RQ1: How does our approach perform in functional code
clone detection comparing to state-of-the-art approaches?

• RQ2: How does fused code representations perform in func-
tional code clone detection?

• RQ3: How does our chosen embedding techniques perform
in functional clone detection?

• RQ4: How does DNN perform in functional code clone de-
tection comparing to other traditional machine techniques?

4.1 Experimental Settings
We used joern to abtain ASTS and CFGs of C++ source code. To
extract syntactic features, we trained embeddings of tokens using
word2vec with Skip-gram algorithm and set the embedding size
to be 16. To extract semantic features, we trained embeddings of
graph using Graph2vec and set the embedding size to be 16. There
are 5 hidden layers of the DNN classifier, and the dimension of each
hidden layers are 128, 256, 512, 256, 128, respectively.

We evaluated our approach on a real-world dataset: OJClone [22]
from a pedagogical program online judge system, which mainly
includes C/C++ source code. OJClone contains 104 programming
tasks, and each task contains 500 source code files submitted by
different students. For the same task, the code files submitted by
different students are considered as functional code clones. And
each code snippet pair can be expressed with (s1, s2,y), where s1
and s2 are two code snippets and y is the code clone label of them.
The value of y is {0, 1}. If s1 and s2 are solving the same task, the
value of y is 0. If s1 and s2 are solving different tasks, the value of y
is 1. We choose the first 35 problems from the 104 problems with
100 source files from each problem.

Then, we generated 100*100 clone pairs for each task and 100*100
non-clone pairs for two different tasks. When the problem set is
more than two, the non-clone pairs will be far more than clone
pairs. The imbalance of data will affect the experimental results,
so we adopt under-sample to balance the clone pairs and non-
clone pairs. We randomly divide the dataset into two parts, of
which the proportions are 80% and 20% for training and testing. We
use AdamOptimizer [13] with learning rate 0.001 for training and
the number of training epochs is 10000. All the experiments are
conducted on a server with 8 cores of 2.4GHz CPU and a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.

4.2 The Effectiveness of Our Approach
RQ1: How does our approach perform in functional code clone de-
tection comparing to state-of-the-art approaches? To evaluate the
performance of our approach, we compare our approach with sev-
eral state-of-the-art code clone approaches as follows:

• Deckard, a syntax-tree-based approach, which uses Euclidean
distance to compare the similarity between code snippets to
detect code clone.

• SourcererCC, a token-based code clone detector for very
large codebases and Internet-scale project repositories.

• The approach proposed by White et al. converts source code
into the defined tree structure and uses a convolution neural
network to learn unsupervised deep features. Later we will
name it DLC for short.

• CDLH, a deep learning approach to learn syntactic features
of code clone, which converts code clone detection into su-
pervised learning of hash characteristics of source code.

• DeepSim, a semantic-based approach that applies supervised
deep learning to measure functional code similarity.
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• ASTNN, a state-of-the-art neural network based source code
representation for source code classification and code clone
detection.

We compare our approach with these code clone detection ap-
proaches in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-measure (F1).
Because our dataset mainly belongs to functional code clones, the
detection performance can indicate the ability of these approaches
to detect functional clones.

Table 1: Results on OJClone

Tools P R F1

Deckard 0.99 0.05 0.10
SourcererCC 0.07 0.74 0.14
DLC 0.71 0.00 0.00
CDLH 0.47 0.73 0.57
DeepSim 0.70 0.83 0.76
ASTNN 0.98 0.92 0.95
Our approach 0.97 0.95 0.96

Table 1 shows the precision, recall, and F1 values of the six ap-
proaches. It can be observed that CDLH, DeepSim, ASTNN and
our approach can outperform the other three approaches: Deckard,
SourcererCC, and DLC in terms of F1 value. As most of the code
clones in OJClone belong to functional clones, the results means
that CDLH, DeepSim, ASTNN and our approach can well deal with
functional clones, while the other three approaches cannot. CDLH,
DeepSim and our approach leverage the supervised information to
adjust the training process and improve the clone detection model,
while the other three are unsupervised approaches. This result
means unsupervised approaches can hardly learn the similarity
between functional clones. For Deckard, the syntactic information
of the source code is embedded into a feature vector, and we cal-
culate the Euclidean distance between feature vectors to detect
code clones. In the process of calculating Euclidean distance, the
weight of each dimension is considered the same. However, for
syntactic feature vectors in functional code clone detection, the
importance of each dimension in the feature vector is tend to be
different. So the recall of Deckard is pretty low, but the precision
becomes very high when the syntactic information of the two code
snippets happen to be identical. SourcererCC obtains high recall
while getting pretty low precision since it mistakes too many code
snippet pairs as code clones. This is because the variable name of
these code snippets submitted by students are not standard, and
students tend to use simple names like a, b, and c . SourcererCC
mistakes these code snippets with the same tokens as code clone.
DLC is similar to Deckard and is an approach using the syntactic
features to train the convolutional neural network [11] also failed
to detect functional code clones without the guidance of supervised
information.

Compared with CDLH, a syntax-based deep learning clone de-
tection approach, our approach achieves much higher precision and
a little higher recall. Compared with DeepSim, a semantics-based
deep learning clone detection approach, our approach achieves
higher precision at the sacrifice of a little recall. Compared with
ASTNN, an AST-based deep learning clone detection approach, our

approach achieves higher recall at the sacrifice of a little preci-
sion. This is mainly because our approach leverages both syntactic
and semantic information in functionality granularity. In addition,
since our approach utilizes inter-procedural information (such as
the call graph), we are good at detecting inter-procedural code
clones, which is demonstrated in Section 2.5.

We evaluated the time performance of approaches mentioned
above. We ran each tool to detect code clones in OJClone with the
optimal parameters. And we run each tool three times and report
the average.

Table 2: Time performance on OJClone

Tools Training Time Prediction Time

Deckard - 32s
SourcererCC - 30s
DLC 120s 67s
CDLH 8307s 82s
DeepSim 14545s 34s
ASTNN 9902s 72s
Our approach 8043s 63s

Table 2 reports the time performance of these tools. Deckard
and SourcererCC do not need to train the model and conduct clone
detection directly. Thus, we use "-" in training time for Deckard and
SourcererCC. DLC, CDLH, DeepSim, ASTNN, and our approach
need to train the clone detection model. Our approach also needs
to conduct embedding learning for syntactic and semantic infor-
mation. Thus it takes the long time in the training step. Although
the training time of DeepSim, CDLH, ASTNN, and our approach
are too much compared to the other three approaches, it is a one-
time offline process. Once the model is trained, it can be reused
to detect code clones. DTC incorporates a simple deep learning
model, which cost much less time. Compared with other approach,
especially ASTNN, which is the state-of-the-art approach, the train-
ing time of our approach is much shorter. Thus, our approach is
more efficient. In the long run, the use of deep learning is more
convenient, and the trained model can be reused to detect code
clones.

4.3 The Effectiveness of Fused Code
Representations

RQ2: How does fused code representations perform in functional code
clone detection? In the previous section, we have validated the
superiority of our approach on functional clone detection. In this
section, we further validate the effectiveness of the syntax and
semantics fusion learning.

For this purpose, three different code representations, including
text, AST, and CFG, are used to compare the detection performance.
Code tokens is also a common repsentation of source codes. How-
ever, AST is a higher abstraction of code tokens and contains more
syntactic information than code tokens4. And we do not choose
code tokens in our experiment. To extract the text sequence of
4https://stackoverflow.com/questions/25049751/constructing-an-abstract-syntax-
tree-with-a-list-of-tokens/
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source codes, we use the Turing eXtender Language proposed in
NICAD [29], a famous text-based clone detection approach. The
extraction of AST and CFG has been detailed in the previous section.

Given a source code snippet and three code representations
R = {R1,R2,R3}, where the three representations are text, AST
and CFG in turn. Word2vec is used to conduct embedding learning
for the first two representations and Graph2vec for CFG. Then
the embeddings E = {E1,E2,E3} are for the three representations
and each embedding is a fixed length continuous-valued vectors.
For each fusion representation FR, a tuple t = h1,h2,h3 is gen-
erated, where hi = True means FR contains this representation
and hi = False otherwise. t can assume 8 possible values, i.e.,
t = {FFF , FFT , . . . ,TTT }. Among them, FFF means that none of
the three representations are selected, which make no sense for
answering RQ1, and thus FFF is eliminated. These FR sets are taken
as input to and evaluate the precision, recall and F1-measure.

Table 3: Precision (P), recall (R) and F1 of all representations

ID Text AST CFG P R F1

1 F F T 0.82 0.92 0.87
2 F T F 0.91 0.62 0.74
3 F T T 0.97 0.95 0.96
4 T F F 0.99 0.21 0.35
5 T F T 0.85 0.52 0.65
6 T T F 0.94 0.44 0.60
7 T T T 0.98 0.92 0.95

Table 3 shows the precision, recall, and F1-measure of seven
combinations of code representations. It can be observed that ID =
3(FTT ), the fusion of AST and CFG, achieves the highest F1 values
than others, and it validates that our proposed code representation
can capture the semantics of the source code for functional clone de-
tection. For ID = 1(FFT ), the recall of this representation is pretty
high. It is because the source codes in the dataset have relatively
simple control flow, and many functionality pairs belonging to dif-
ferent problems are mistaken for code clones. For ID = 2(FTF ), the
precision of it is high but has a relatively low recall. It is due to
different students may realize the same functionality with different
control flow, and this fusion cannot recognize this difference. Simi-
larly, it can be observed that the same phenomenon as ID = 4(TFF ),
which also has high precision and low recall. However, the recall
of it is much lower than ID = 2(FTF ) because it is not appropriate
to regard the source code as a natural language without any pro-
cessing. Since the source codes submitted by these students tend
to use the similar variable names, such as a, b and c , the similarity
between the text is pretty high, which may lead to many mistakes
for code clone. For ID = 5(TFT ) and 6(TTF ), after adding the text
representation, their recall have improved to a certain extent com-
pared to ID = 1(FFT ) and 2(FTF ), but precision are sacrificed a lot
for the same reason as ID = 4(TFF ). In ID = 7(TTT ), we use all
three representations. Intuitively, it is believed that the more kinds
of code representations are used, the more syntactic and semantic
information can be extracted, and the higher precision and recall is.
However, the experiment result shows that too much information
and too strict clone detection requirements greatly reduce the recall,

and improve a little bit of precision. In summary, we choose to use a
fusion of AST and CFG representations to conduct clone detection.

4.4 The Effectiveness of Word Embedding and
Graph Embedding Techniques

RQ3: How does our chosen embedding techniques perform in func-
tional clone detection? In the previous section, we have validated the
effectiveness of our proposed code representations to conduct func-
tional code clones. As we all know, there are several famous word
embedding techniques: Word2vec and GloVe and graph embedding
techniques: Graph2vec, HOPE, SDNE, and Node2vec. In this sec-
tion, we shall validate the effectiveness of the word embedding and
graph embedding techniques we choose for the embedding learning
of the fusion of AST and CFG. For the purpose, the identifier se-
quence extracted from AST and the structure of CFG is taken as the
input of these word embedding and graph embedding techniques
to get the embeddings of them. Then we take the fusion of the two
embeddings as the input of our deep fusion learning model and
evaluate the precision, recall, and F1 measure under OJClone.

Table 4: Precision, recall and F1 of different embedding tech-
niques

Embedding techniques P R F1

Word2vec+Graph2vec 0.97 0.95 0.96
Word2vec+HOPE 0.88 0.79 0.84
Word2vec+SDNE 0.75 0.56 0.64
Word2vec+Node2vec 0.55 0.79 0.65
GloVe+Graph2vec 0.89 0.81 0.85
GloVe+HOPE 0.84 0.73 0.78
GloVe+SDNE 0.73 0.52 0.61
GloVe+Node2vec 0.54 0.87 0.67

Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and F1 measure of the com-
binations of two word embedding techniques and three graph em-
bedding techniques. As shown in Table 4, for two kinds of word
embedding techniques, Word2vec achieves better performance than
GloVe. Compared with Word2vec, Glove adopted some overall sta-
tistics to make up for the shortcomings of the co-occurrence model,
while the effect was not necessarily better than simple Word2vec
in practice [16]. For the first three combinations, the combination
of Word2vec and Graph2vec achieves the highest F1 value. That
is because different from other approaches, the vectors generated
by Graph2vec can reflect the overall graphs. The vectors generated
by other approaches can only reflect the node structure, and the
average value of all the nodes may lack the structural feature of
the graph.

Sensitivity to the length of embeddings. In previous exper-
imental settings, we use continuous-valued vectors of length 16
for word embeddings and graph embeddings. In this section, we
study the influence of the different lengths of embeddings on func-
tional clone detection performance of our approach, measured by
F1 values. Table 5 shows the F1 value tends to be stable at around
0.96 after the length of word embeddings and graph embeddings
are more than 16. Thus, we choose 16 as the length of the word
embeddings and graph embeddings used in our approaches.
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Table 5: The F1 values for different length of embeddings

word
graph 8 16 32 64

8 0.63 0.71 0.76 0.76
16 0.79 0.96 0.93 0.95
32 0.81 0.95 0.96 0.94
64 0.83 0.96 0.96 0.95

4.5 The Effectiveness of Machine Learning
Techniques

RQ4: How does DNN perform in functional code clone detection com-
paring to other traditional machine techniques? Table 6 reports the
performance of SVM, logistic regression, and our approach on OJ-
Clone. Compared with the traditional machine learning techniques,
our approach can better capture the hidden features from syntactic
and semantic vectors. Thus, our approach is efficient for functional
code clone detection.

Table 6: Comparison with machine learning techniques

Techniques P R F1

SVM 0.62 0.81 0.70
logistic regression 0.66 0.71 0.68
Our approach 0.97 0.95 0.96

4.6 Threats to Validity
There are two main threats to the validity. First, only OJClone
dataset is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
However, OJClone is widely used to evaluate code clone detection
approaches, such as Deepsim and ASTNN. We also try to turn to
the BigCloneBench dataset, which is a widely-used benchmark for
code clone detection. However, it is not proper for evaluating our
approach, because the dataset does not contain inter-procedural
programs while our approach aims to use caller-callee relation to
detect inter-procedural code clones. Besides, our current experi-
ment is on C++ programs, and we plan to involve other language
in the future.

Second, as incorporating deep learning, the effectiveness of our
approach is limited by the quality of the training set. Even we
generated tens of thousands clone pairs and tried to deal with data
imbalance. As we have release all the data in our studies, we also
plan to build a large and representative dataset.

5 RELATEDWORK
In code clone detection, the representation of source code deter-
mines the upper limit of source code information extraction, and it
will determine the model design and affects the final performance.

According to different aspects of the use of source code, the
representation method can be divided into four categories: text-
based, token-based, syntax-based, and semantics-based techniques.
Text-based techniques treat source code as text encoding, and token-
based techniques parse sources code into tokens, which are then

organized into token sequences. These two code representations
are usually used to detect Type-1 and Type-2 code clones. Since our
proposed approach is mainly dealing with functional code clone
detection, which is regarded as Type-4 code clones, we do not focus
on text-based and token-based techniques.

Syntax-based approaches are not sensitive to the order of source
code and can detect Type-1, Type-2, Type-3, and partial Type-4 code
clones. Syntax-based techniques take syntax rules of the source
code into consideration and mainly contain two types: tree-based
and indicators-based approaches. Deckard [9] uses syntax parser to
parse source code into a syntax tree, then embeds syntax tree into
features, finally uses a locally sensitive hash algorithm for clustering
to find the similar code. Daniel Perez et al. [27] generates the AST of
source code and uses a feed-forward neural network to classify to
code clones. Different from these syntax-based approaches, we visit
each node in AST by preorder and use word embedding techniques
to learn the AST features.

Semantics-based techniques consider the semantic information
of source code. Semantic information refers to the information that
can reflect the functionality of code snippets. The most commonly
used semantic representation is PDG, which is the combination of
control dependence and data dependence. The approach proposed
by Komondoor [14] uses program slices to find isomorphic sub-
graphs of PDGs. Sheneamer et al. [31] extract features from abstract
syntax trees and program dependency graphs to represent a pair
of code fragments to detect functional code clones. However, the
shortcoming of PDG-based approaches is high time cost due to
the complexity of PDG. Since the operational semantics of CFG is
equivalent to that of deterministic PDG [8], we simply use CFG to
represent the semantic features.

In addition to the four categories mentioned above, there are also
some hybrid approaches for the functional code clone detection. For
instance, CDLH [38] learns hash codes by exploiting the lexical and
syntactic information for fast computation of functional similarity
between code fragments. DeepSim [42], one of the state-of-the-art
approaches, encodes both code control flow and data flow into a se-
mantic matrix and uses a deep learning method to detect functional
clones based on the semantic matrix. The semantic representation
in DeepSim contains syntactic information at the granularity of
basic blocks. White et al. [40] fuse information on structure and
identifiers from CFG, identifiers and bytecodes, and adopt recurrent
neural networks to learn features based on syntactic and semantic
analysis. Different from these approaches, we use word embedding
to extract AST and graph embedding to extract CFG, then we use
the combination of syntactic and semantic features to train a deep
learning model.

Tufano et al. [35] uses four different code representation (i.e.,
identifiers, AST, bytecode, and CFG) for clone clone detection. It
uses four code representations to identify the similarity of code
pairs separately and calculate the average as the final similarity
result. The thought of using AST as syntax representation and CFG
as semantics representation is parallel with ours and is very related.
Different from Tufano et al., we combine the syntactic and semantic
features before using the deep learning model instead of calculating
the average. Since considering syntax and semantics, separately
may lead to an opposite result, calculating the average directly may
not be suitable. Besides, we use Graph2vec instead of other graph
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embedding techniques for feature representation. Different from
HOPE generating vectors for each node, Graph2vec generates a
vector for the overall graph. Since calculating the average of node
vectors may hide the related among nodes, using Graph2vec to
generate a graph vector in more suitable. Furthermore, we extract
the call graph to capture the connected methods, and we combine
the related methods as a functionality. For each functionality, we
analyze the fusion of their syntax and semantics for functional code
clone detection.

6 CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel approach to detect functional code
clones with code representation generated from the fusion embed-
ding learning of syntactic and semantic information at functionality
granularity, and a deep feature learning model that learns the syn-
tactic and semantic features which convert clone detection into
a binary classification problem. We have conducted extensive ex-
periments on a large real-world dataset. The results show that our
approach achieves a significant advance over state-of-the-art ap-
proaches in terms of F1measure, and it has good detection efficiency
after the model training.
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